Human gaze instability during brief exposure to reduced gravity.
The stability of gaze in three dimensions (horizontal, vertical and torsional) was investigated with the electromagnetic scleral search-coil technique during the microgravity phase of parabolic flights under two visual fixation conditions: fixation on a real target and on an imagined target. Subjects were secured upright with the head immobilized by a dental bite. There were torsional eye movements in response to the imposition of reduced gravitoinertial forces under both visual fixation conditions. The pattern of these movements was consistent with our previous findings on six other subjects. No significant horizontal eye movements were observed in either fixation condition. Under the condition of fixation on an imagined target, direction-specific vertical nystagmus was observed with slow phase directed upwards during transition from hypergravity to microgravity. The slow phase was directed downwards during transition from microgravity to hypergravity, although the nystagmus was of lower frequency and the magnitude of the slow phase velocity appeared to be smaller than during transition from hypergravity to microgravity. The vertical eye movements could be attributed to a change of otolithic stimulation along the subject's z axis since the rate of pitch rotation of the aircraft during parabolic flight was too slow to produce an effective canal input. These kinds of reflex eye movements could degrade vision during manoeuvres or turbulence in flight.